
Fuad Nabiyev
FULL-STACK WEB DEVELOPER

Portfolio URL
GitHub | LinkedIn
Email:
fuad.nebiyev95@mail.ru
Phone:
+994513616681

SUMMARY

Full-stack RoR developer with a value for collaboration and a love
for connecting with people from diverse
backgrounds. Excels in remote work settings and thrives in
fast-paced environments. Fluency in multiple
languages, frameworks, and technologies such as JavaScript, React,
Ruby, Ruby on Rails, and Postgresql enables
me to handle any challenge easily. Passionate about learning and
constantly exploring new ideas to grow skills
and share knowledge with others. Excited to join a dynamic team
and contribute to business success through
expertise and an innovative mindset.

EXPERIENCE

MISE, RemOVERSE, Remote
Mentor (Volunteer) | November 2022 – January 2023
● Mentor a group of 3 junior web developers, providing

technical support through code reviews, resulting in
significant improvements in their coding skills.

● Propose and implement code organization improvements,
resulting in enhanced code quality and a 10%
improvement in overall website performance.

● Provide advice and tips on maintaining motivation to students,
resulting in a 20% increase in meeting task
deadlines.

Baku Caucasus Center, Baku, Azerbaijan
Reviewer (Volunteer) | January 2022 – May 2023
● Received a certificate of reviewer for completing assignments,

which improved the result of our team by 15%.
● Awarded for one of the best volunteer groups that did 35% of

all jobs.

EDUCATION

MICROVERSE | September 2022 - September 2023
Remote Full-Stack Web Development Program, Full Time
● Spent 1300+ hours mastering algorithms, data structures, and

full-stack development while simultaneously developing
projects with Ruby, Rails, JavaScript, React, and Redux.

SKILLS
 
 Front-End: JavaScript,
React, HTML5, CSS3
 

 Back-End: Ruby, Rails,
PostgreSQL.
 

 Tools & Methods: Git,
GitHub,
Mobile/Responsive
Development, Chrome
Dev Tools
 

 Professional: Remote
Pair-Programming,
Teamwork, Mentoring

PROJECTS

Budget Tracker (GitHub)
- A tool that provides a
track of daily transactions
that helps make wise
financial decisions.
- Built with JavaScript,
HTML5, CSS3, Ruby on
Rails

Math Magicians (GitHub)
- A calculator application
created with React.
- Built with JavaScript,
React, HTML5, CSS3

Pinecone Place (GitHub)
- A luxury room booking
application where the
user can register new
accounts, login and
reserve appointsments
for booking rooms.
- Built with React, Redux,
Ruby, RoR, PostgreSQL

https://fuadnabi.github.io/My-Portfolio/
https://github.com/FuadNabi
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fuad-nabiyev-a5234524a/
mailto:fuad.nebiyev95@mail.ru
https://github.com/FuadNabi/budget-tracker
https://github.com/FuadNabi/math-magicians
https://github.com/FuadNabi/Pinecone_Place_Frontend


● Developed skills in remote pair programming using GitHub,
industry-standard git-flow, and daily standups to communicate
and collaborate with international remote developers.

The Azerbaijan State University of Economics • UNEC |
September 2018 – August 2022
Bachelor's Degree, Concentration
● Marketing Bachelor's degree
● Certificate for outstanding participation in the project HAAG


